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Abstract 
HyperFLOW is a structured/unstructured hybrid integrated computational environment for multi-purpose fluid simulation. In this 
paper, the objectives, frame structure of HyperFLOW are introduced briefly. And then, a number of test cases are simulated to 
demonstrate the capability of HyperFLOW, including compressible RANS simulations, time-accurate simulations with dynamic 
meshes, chemical non-equilibrium simulations and so on. All those test cases demonstrate that HyperFLOW has a good 
performance as an integrated platform. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been playing more and more important role in aircraft design and flow 
mechanism study. Many CFD codes have been developed during the last two decades. These solvers can be 
classified into two types: structured solver and unstructured solver, according to the type of grid and data structure. 
Structured solver is high-efficiency and high-accuracy. Lower memory is required because no extra connectivity 
information needs to be stored. However, when dealing with complex configuration, it would cost a lot of time to 
generate structured grid. Unstructured solver usually runs on unstructured grid which can be generated easily. 
Although unstructured solver is adopted more and more, structured solver is still playing an important role in some 
aspects, such as hypersonic flows, flow mechanism study. 
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As we know, the structured/unstructured hybrid grid generation technique is a better choice for complex 
geometry. However, the flow solvers based on hybrid grid usually transfer the data structure of structured grid into 
that of unstructured grid. Consequently, the properties of high-efficiency and high-accuracy of structured grid are 
not inherited. In order to take full advantages of both solvers, some in-house codes, such as MegaFlow, elsA, Wind, 
are trying to combine structured and unstructured solvers into a unified platform in recent years. 
Since 2005, we started to develop a hybrid CFD platform: HyperFLOW– a HYbrid Platform for Engineering and 
Research of FLOW. The goal of HyperFLOW is to develop a structured/unstructured hybrid integrated 
computational environment for multi-purpose fluid simulation. After several years of development, the first version 
of HyperFLOW had been accomplished and applied to practical engineering. In recent years, we are engaged in 
updating the version of HyperFLOW and enhancing its capabilities [1]. In this paper, we will introduce the recent 
progress of HyperFLOW, especially for the unsteady flow simulations. 
2. Code framework 
In order to integrate structured solver and unstructured solver 
into a unified platform, an extensible frame structure and 
corresponding data structure are designed. And our long-term goal 
is to set up a platform for numerical virtual flight, which will 
include the static and dynamic hybrid grid generator, the flight 
mechanics solver for rigid and morphing body, the solver for 
elastic structures, the flight controlling system, and so on. In order 
to meet all the requirements of structured solver, unstructured 
solver for flows and other solvers, the object-oriented technology 
was adopted to construct the frame structure, and C++ language 
was adopted for code programming. 
The sketch of the frame structure of HyperFLOW is shown in 
Fig. 1. The core of the software is ‘Zone’ class. All the operations 
are based on ‘Zone’, which represents a sub-domain of the whole 
computational domain. The left-hand side of ‘Zone’ class is the ‘Geometry’ class, and the corresponding ‘Grid’ 
class. This class can derive two sub-classes, ‘Structured Grid’ class and ‘Unstructured Grid’ class. Meanwhile, an 
‘Interface’ class can be defined to communicate the information between the two sub-classes. On the right side, the 
‘Solver’ class is defined, which can include a series of flow solvers, such as the solver for Navier-Stokes equations, 
the solvers for different turbulence models. Other multi-discipline solvers can be derived from the ‘Solver’ class. 
Furthermore, each solver can be divided into structured solver running on structured grid, and unstructured solver 
running on unstructured grid. All the data transferring between these classes is stored in a database, which is very 
similar to the CGNS library. We named this database ‘Running Database’, because it is created during the software 
running, and released after the job done [2]. 
3. Recent progress of HyperFLOW 
In the section, we present a number of the capabilities of HyperFLOW V2.0 with a focus on multi-purpose fluid 
simulations. 
3.1. Compressible RANS simulation 
The test case DLR-F6 comes from the AIAA Drag Prediction Workshop (DPW) [3, 4]. The computational grid is 
shown in Fig. 2(a). The computational conditions are taken from DPW-II: Mach number 0.75, Reynolds number 
5.0×106, angle of attack -3~2 degree. The lift coefficients curves and polar curves are plotted in Fig. 2(b) and (c). 
These curves are compared with experimental data and the results computed by some well-known software. The 
polar curves exhibit excellent grid convergence. This case shows that HyperFLOW is able to solve the problems 
with complex configuration. 
 
Fig. 1. the sketch of the frame structure of HyperFLOW. 
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Fig. 2. (a) computational grid; (b) lift coefficients curves; (c) polar curves. 
3.2. Supersonic simulation 
The test case of double-ellipse is a standard case to validate the performance of calculating heat flux [5]. The 
computational conditions are as follows: Mach number 8.15, in-coming flow temperature 288K, angle of attack 0 
degree, Reynolds number 1.67×107, wall temperature 56K. This case is solved using Steger-Warming and Vanleer 
schemes respectively. The computational grid is shown in Fig. 3(a). The surface limiting streamline is shown in Fig. 
3(b). The separation line on the surface can be seen clearly. In Fig. 3(c) and (d), the comparison between heat flux 
calculated by HyperFLOW and the experimental data is shown. They are consistent well with each other.  
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) computational grid; (b) surface limiting streamline; (c) upper plane of symmetry heat flux comparison with experimental data;             
(d) lower plane of symmetry heat flux comparison with experimental data. 
3.3. Time-accurate simulation with dynamic meshes 
S-Type starting is the most important ability of fish to prey and escape. A simplified and relatively gentle S-Type 
starting process of a 2D fish is simulated. The NACA0012 airfoil is used to model the 2D fish configuration. A 
quadrangle/triangle hybrid mesh is adopted to generate the initial mesh. The instantaneous dynamic meshes during 
the starting process is shown in Fig. 4. In this computation, only the motion in the horizontal direction is considered. 
The instantaneous vortex structures in the wake of fish during the starting process are shown in Fig. 5. A pair of 
reversed Karman Vortex Street is generated and shed into the wake during each undulating motion. 
 
Fig. 4. hybrid dynamic mesh during the S-Type starting process (a) 1.0s; (b) 2.5s. 
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Fig. 5. vorticity contours during the S-Type starting process (a) 1.0s; (b) 5.0s. 
3.4. Chemical non-equilibrium simulation 
HyperFLOW V2.0 is able to solve chemical non-equilibrium problems. The simulation shown in Fig. 6 uses 
these computational conditions [6]: Mach number 5.08, in-coming flow temperature 291.5K, in-coming flow 
pressure 186mmHg, mass fraction of O2 0.889, H2 0.111, the radius of sphere 7.5mm, completely non-catalytic, 
velocity no-slip. Steger scheme and Vanalbada limiter are used. The chemical reaction model is 7 species (H2/O2 
system), 8 reactions model. 
The contours of H2O are shown in Fig. 6(a). In Fig. 6(b), the temperature contours are shown. The black dots are 
the shock location measured by experiment. Noting that the numerical results agree well with experiment data [7]. It 
can be seen from the graphs, the Chapman-Jouget oblique detonation wave is generated in the flow field. The 
combustion wave front is almost coincident with the detached shock wave front. The shock wave front away from 
the stagnation region gradually becomes straight under the action of detonation combustion [8]. 
The distributions of species, pressure and temperature along the stagnation line are shown in Fig. 6(c) and (d) 
respectively. It can be seen from the figures, the Von-Neumann peak of pressure is presented. The calculated results 
agree well with reference results. 
 
 
Fig. 6. (a) contours of species H2O; (b) temperature contours; (c) stagnation line species distribution;                                                
(d) stagnation line pressure and temperature distribution. 
3.5. DES 
The flow around NACA0021 airfoil at Re=270,000 is a typical test case for DES [9]. The computation is 
performed on three-dimensional grid. The grid generated by hybrid grid approach is shown in Fig. 7(a). In order to 
capture the small flow structures clearly behind the rear surface of the airfoil, the grid is refined in this region, and 
the numerical scheme for inviscid flux is modified with a self-adaptive numerical dissipation based on the standard 
Roe’s scheme. The DES method based on SST model is adopted in this computation. In Fig. 8, the turbulence 
structures are shown, which indicates that the scale of turbulence structure solved by the hybrid scheme (Fig. 8a) is 
smaller than those by the standard Roe’s scheme (Fig. 8b) and the unsteady RANS (URANS, Fig. 8c). 
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Fig. 7. (a) grid partition; (b) local view of grid. 
 
 
Fig. 8. spanwise vorticity snapshots (a) SST-IDDES-HYBRID; (b) SST-IDDES-ROE; (c) SST-URANS. 
4. Conclusions 
HyperFLOW takes advantage of modern programming techniques. Its framework is extensible for further 
development. A wide range of general fluid dynamics problems have been solved and compared with experimental 
data for validation. All those test cases demonstrate the capability of HyperFLOW for multi-purpose simulations. 
HyperFLOW is still under active development by our team. We hope that it will be a powerful tool for CFD 
research and applications, aerospace design and virtual flight (‘flying’ the Navier-Stokes equations). 
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